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February was another busy month prepping and trying to get prepared for the move to our new fire hall.
The gear lockers showed up at olsons building materials as planned on feb 25 and Friday February 26th we organized a
large group of volunteer fire fighters along with workers from Rick Reichkitzer construction and Clayton Douglass crew
to get the 6 very large pallets over the ice crack and to the newly built fire hall. Someone asked why they showed up
now....the answer we were lucky to get them this quick and storing them on the mainland and dealing with them one
extra time was out of the question. We hed the same large crew lined up for March 6th to put the lockers together and
in the new hall but the town administration for some reason thought that this could somehow mess up up a Ilife and
safety mechanical inspection scheduled for March 9th. It is public knowledge im not happy with this uncalled for
changing of plans. James price isn't coming to see if the floors are clean.
Tyler andreas and chief lined up the moving of the breathing air compressor and cascade systems to the new fire hall
......this when well with the help of a technician from Jefferson safety out of Madison and little Evan and Roy from the
town crew. Steve from Brown electric was on hand to get the power switched over.
We the fire department have done an amazing job over the last two years rebuilding the largest of the emergency
services with 25 members and 11 replacement apparatus and have planned a smooth transition to our new hall. We
have a five day schedule laid out for our move. We will now incorporate the gear lockers assembly to this time-line.
Be safe
Chief Reichkitzer
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